TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYOR'S OFFICE  
COURTHOUSE, TILLAMOOK, OREGON 97141  

1/4 CORNER COMMON SECTIONS 35 & 36 T.2 S.; R.9 W.; W. M.  

1/4  
S35 + S36  
1956  

I FOUND A 1" IRON PIPE WITH A 2 1/2" GENERAL LAND OFFICE BRASS CAP. I ENCASED THE FOUND MONUMENT IN AN IRREGULAR MASS OF CONCRETE AND STONES.

HISTORY OF FOUND MONUMENT

I FOUND THIS MONUMENT TO BE AS DESCRIBED ON TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYORS MICROFILM RECORDS OF B.L.M. SURVEYS, AND THE REFERENCES FOUND OR SET AT THAT TIME TO BE AS FOLLOWS:

(G.L.O. ORIGINAL) 16" HEMLOCK S.81° E. 12 LINKS; REPORTED BY B.L.M. AS FOUND DOWN HEMLOCK S.34° E 17 LINKS; NOW, SEVERAL DOWN AND ROTTEN HEMLOCKS IN THE AREA.

(G.L.O. ORIGINAL) 9" HEMLOCK S.51°30' W. 24 LINKS; REPORTED BY B.L.M. AS FOUND, 14" HEMLOCK SNAG S.51°30' W. 24 LINKS; NOW GONE.

(BOOK 1 PAGE 236 1955) 26" HEMLOCK S.30°W. 23' SLOPE; FOUND, NOW, UPROOT.

(BOOK 1 PAGE 236) 26" HEMLOCK S.45°E. 34.5' SLOPE; FOUND, NOW 20" ROTTED STUB 6' TALL, SCRIBES "1 / 4" VISIBLE.

(B.L.M. FIELD NOTES) 10" HEMLOCK S.19 1/4°E. 58 LINKS; NOW GONE.

(B.L.M. FIELD NOTES) 10" HEMLOCK N.70°W. 71 LINKS; FOUND, NOW 6" ROTTED STUB 3' TALL, BOTTOM OF ROTTED FACE WITH SCRIBE REMAINS.

REFERENCES
REWITNESS BOOK 1 PAGE 236, JUNE 20, 1955 MERVIN WHITMORE U.S.F.S.

B.L.M. MICROFILM RECORDS, JUNE 14 1956

NEW ACCESSORIES

*15" HEMLOCK N.12° E. 19.39 FEET 1/4836BTCS. DISTANCE WAS MEASURED TO A BRASS WASHER NAILED TO THE FACE BETWEEN THE SCRIBED "B" & "T".

*17" HEMLOCK N.86° E. 20.66 FEET 1/4836BTCS. DISTANCE WAS MEASURED TO A BRASS WASHER NAILED TO THE FACE BETWEEN THE SCRIBED "B" & "T".

*72" LIGHT HAT SECTION POST NORTH 1.5 FEET  
* INDICATES TILLAMOOK COUNTY YELLOW METAL LOCATION POSTER ATTACHED.

LOCATION
THIS MONUMENT IS LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 50' WESTERLY OF A GRAVEL LOGGING ROAD ON AN EASTERLY SLOPE. LANDS IN THIS AREA ARE PRIVATE, CURRENTLY OWNED BY SIMPSON TIMBER COMPANY. ACCESS IS RESTRICTED BY LOCKED GATES.

IN THE PRESENCE OF DAN MCNUTT, AL DVORAK, & JOE JENSEN

MARCH 1, 2004
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